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ON DEFICIENCIES OF AN ENTIRE ALGEBROID FUNCTION

BY TSUGIO SUZUKI

§ 1. Niino and Ozawa [1, 2] proved some interesting results for entire alge
broid functions. A typical one is the following:

Let f(z) be a two-valued entire transcendental algebroid function and aίt a2

and aB be different finite numbers satisfying

Σd(a,,f)>2.
J = l

Then at least one of {aj} is a Picard exceptional value of /.
They also proved in the three- and four-valued cases that a more weaker

condition on deficiencies, under a " non-proportionality " condition, implies the
existence of Picard exceptional values (Theorem 1 in [2]).

In this paper we shall discuss the five-valued case and establish the similar
conclusions as in Theorem 1 in [2] under a different assumption on deficiencies
(see also Ozawa [3]). Those are the following:

THEOREM 1. Let f(z) be a five-valued transcendental entire algebroid function
defined by an irreducible equation

where A±, As, A2, Ai and A0 are entire functions. Let ajt ./=!, •••, 6, be different
finite numbers satisfying

for every pair m,n (m*?ri), m, n — \, •••, 6, where δ ( a j t f ) indicates the Nevanlinna-
S'elberg deficiency of f at a3. Further assume that any four of (F(z, aj)} are not
linearly dependent. Then one of {tf/J5=ι is a Picard exceptional value of f.

THEOREM 2. Let f(z) be the same as in Theorem 1. Let {#/}}=! be different
finite numbers satisfying

Σ δ(aj,f)+δ(a
3 = 1

for every pair m, n (m^ri), m, n=l, •••, 6, and
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Further assume that any three of {F(z, α/)} are not linearly dependent. Then at
least two of {a 3} are Picard exceptional values of f.

THEOREM 3. Let f(z) be the same as in Theorem 1. Let {#/}*=! be different
finite numbers satisfying

Σ d(aj,f)+δ(a
J=ι

for every pair m, n (m^n)y m, w=l, •••, 6, and

7

Σ

for every k, k=\, 2, •••, 5, 7, and

.7*6,7

Further assume that any two of {F(z, <z/)} are not proportional. Then at least three
of {aj} are Picard exceptional values of f.

Here we remark that Toda [4] proved that Σ5=ι<Ktf;,/)>8 implies the ex-
istence of four Picard exceptional values among {α?}.

§ 2. Proof of Theorem 1.

1. We put

gj(z)=F(z, aj), j=l, —, 6,

and assume that all gj(z)t y=l, •••, 6, are transcendental.
We first have

Σ^,/)>5

and

where

j=1 / Π («y-^*)»*=ι
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Applying the method in the proof of Theorem 1 in [1] to our case, we get the
linear dependency of {0y}$-ι, that is, for constants {α$}$=1 not all zero,

( 2 ) tfί&+α2'g2+α3g34Xg4+α£g5 4Xg6==0.

Here we may assume without any loss of generality that α^α^O, a'6=a6. Elimi-
nating 06 from (1) and (2), we have

Σ fo-αί)0y=l.
.7 = 1

Since at least two of {«/—«/} are not zero, we study the following subcases:

1) tfî αί, a2^af

2,

2) a^a[, (Xz^a'z,

( ii ) αί=α£=α£=0, αJ^O,

(iii) αί=αί=0, αXΦO,

( iv ) αί=α2'=0,

( v ) αί=0, ^0:3^^0, (α2, αr3, αr4)^C(α2, αί, αί) for any complex number C,

( vi ) αί=0, αaαίαί^O, (α2, αr3, α4)=C(α{, αj, «0 for some complex number C,

/ -\ / / / /-Λ-Λ αί ^2 αί αί( vn ) a(a'2a'za'^Q, — = - = - = - ,
«ι a* ocz at

(viii) αία{αίαί^=0, — ̂ i- = — — = -̂ - for some (ilt iz, /3), l^fj, z'2, f3^4, but not (vii),
ail &12 (X^z

( ix ) αίαJαίX^O, -̂ L = ̂ k ̂  ̂ ίl = ̂ 1 for some ft, 4, /3, ί4),
«U #t2 #ί3 α*4

( x ) αίαίαX^O, not (vii), (viii), (ix),

3) ofi^pαί, ^2^

( i ) α/=α/==α/==o,

( ii ) αί=αί=0, α

( iii ) a{ = 0, #2'tf 3 ̂  0, αfe — ct2α3 ̂ = 0,

( i v ) αί=0, α2

/#3^0, e^α2- 0^3=0,

( v ) αfcίαί^O, («!, α2, αs)=C(αί, α2, «ί) for some C,

( vi ) αίαίX^O, (alf «2, #3)^C(αί, αj, α{) for any C,
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4) #!^F#ί, #2^#2, #3=#3> #4 = #ί, #5 = #5',

( ii ) aί=Q, #£^0,

( iii ) #(#2 ̂  0, #!#2 — #2#ί ̂  0,

( iv ) #ί#2 ̂  0, #X - #2#ί = 0.

The cases 1), 2) (ii), (iii), (v), (viii), (x), 3) (ii), (iii), (vi), 4) (ii) and (iii) lead
to an identity of the following type;

A) λiQi + Λ202 + ̂ 303 + ̂ 404 + Λ505 = 1, λMMs ^ 0,

The case 2) (i) leads to the following type;

B) αiflf i + OtzQz + #303 + #4^4 = 1 , #505 + #606 = 0.

The case 2) (iv) leads to

#3 — #
4
 #3— #3 .

#101 + #202 H -- #505 H -- #606 = 1 ,
#3 #3

C1)

#101 + #202 + (#3- #003 H -- ~ (#3 - #004=1.
#3

The cases 2) (vi) and 3) (iv) lead to

, 3 3 , / Λ , 3 3 1

#101 H -- #202 + (#3 - #003 H -- #404 =

D)
#3 — #

3
 , #3 — #3 ^

#101 H -- #505 H -- #606 = I-

#3 #3

The cases 2) (vii) and 4) (iv) lead to

E) λtfi + Λ202 = 1,

The case 2) (ix) leads to

. . . , #!/ \ # 3

The case 3) (i) leads to

F) #101+ #202+ #303 = 1, #404+ #505+ #606 = 0,

The case 3) (v) leads to
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G) λlQl + Λ202 + Asffs = 1,

The case 4) (i) leads to

H) CXlQl + #202 = 1, #303 + #4^4 + #505 + #606 = 0.

2. By our assumption the cases B), C1), F) and H) may be omitted. We shall
discuss the other cases.

In the first place we remark that Valiron [5] proved

where

and

Further we have

where 0=max1^5(l, |g/|).
The case A). In this case we have

and

5Γ(r,/)=»ι(r, g)+0(l)=»f(r, 0f

where g1*=maxι^^4(l, |0y|) By the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 1
in [2], we get the linear dependency of {0y}y=i, and hence we have one of the
following:

A ') μiQi -f- μ202 + //303 + /*404 = 1,

BO /*101-f/*202 + /*303 = l,

C') ^101 + ̂ 202 = 1,

=0.

By our assumption the cases CO, DO and EO may be omitted. In the case
we have
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and

r,/)=tfi(r, gf)+O(ΐ)=m(r, g2*)+O(l),

where g?=maxι^;^3 (1, |gy|). Therefore the reasoning in the proof of Theorem 2
in [1] leads to a contradiction. In the case B') we have

5Γ(r,/)=f»(r,gί)+0(l),

where gff=max2^^4(l, |gy|). Hence we have a contradiction by virtue of the argu-
ment in the case (B) in the proof of Theorem 2 in [1].

The case C2). In this case we have

m(r, gf}^ Σ N(n 0,
3=\

with a negligible exceptional set, and

m(r, 0*)^ Σ N(n 0,

where g*=max(l, |gι|, |g5|, |g6|). Evidently

^ Σ N(r, 0, gj)+N(r, 0, gJ+N(r; 0,
3 = 1

On the other hand, for an arbitrary ε>0,

N(r, 0, g, )^{l-^y,/)+ε}m(r, g)

for r^r0. Hence we have

m(r, g)^ 8- Σ δ(aj)f)-δ(allf)-δ(a2ff)+em(r) g} + o(m(r, g)),
I 3 = 1

which leads to a contradictory inequality

The case D). We have

Σ N(r, 0, g^ + oί Σ
3 = 1 \3 = l

and

Σ N(n 0, gj)+o(m(r, gι)+
;=β \ ;=
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m(r, g)^ 7- Σ δ(aj,f)-δ(aί9f)+ε\m(r, g}+o(m(r, g)),
.7 = 1

which contradicts the assumption

The cases E) and G). In these cases we have

5Γ(r,/)=»ι(r,g5*)+0(l),

where g?=max2^^5(l, |g/|). Hence by virtue of the same argument as in the case
(B) in the proof of Theorem 2 in [1] we have a contradiction.

Thus we have a contradiction in every case. Therefore at least one of
must be a polynomial, that is, one of {0/}Jβl is a Picard exceptional value of /.

The proof of the theorem is completed.

§ 3. Proof of Theorem 2.

1. We shall use the same notations as in the proof of Theorem 1 and put
g7(z)=F(z, #7), and assume that all g/z), j=l, •••,?, are transcendental. Then by
the proof of Theorem 1 we have one of the following:

H')

H2)

Further we have

where

(XlQi + #202 = 1,

#505 + #606 = 1,

#303 + #404 + #505 + #606 =0,

#101 + #202 + #303 + #404 = 0.

βj=l y=l, 2, -, 5, 7.

If we have H1), then we get

#1
—
#1

5Γ(r,/)=»f(r, 06*)+0(l), g*= max (1,

Here

Hence it reduces to type A'), BO, C7), D') or E7). Each of Ar), B7), C7) and E7)
leads to a contradiction. Hence we may consider the following:
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( i ) (02-01— )02+Λ303+Λ404=l- A, (02-01— )02+Λ505+Λ707=l- A,
\ oίi I αi \ αi / αi

(Π) 0303 + ̂ 404 + 4,05 = 1-—, 0303 + 4*02 + /Ϊ707 = 1- — ,
Oίί Oίi

(iϋ) 0303 + 405 + 407 = 1 - — , 0303 + Λ
2
0
2
 + 404 = 1 - — ,

αi #ι

Λ

When (i) occurs, using ctιgι+ α2g2=l, we have

When (ii) occurs, we have

When (iii) occurs, we have 5T(r,f)=m(r,gf)+O(ΐ), 07*=max(l, |g2|, |08|, |#5|),
and

n

OίlQl + α202 = 1, 0303 + 405 + 407 = 1 - —

Finally when (iv) occurs, we have 5T(r,f)=m(r, 0f)+O(l), gf=max(l, |g2|,
'), and

Λ

Thus in every case we get a contradiction.
If we have H2), then we have

- —
<Xl I \ Oil / \ Oil

and hence it is sufficient to consider the following:

-— 01

( Π ) (02- — 0l)02 + ^303 + ̂ 505=l, (02- —
\ Oίi I \ Oίi

0505 + ^202 + ^303 = 1, 0505 + ^404 + ^707 = 1,

0707 + ̂ 202 + ̂ 303 = 1, 0707 + ̂ 404 + Λ05 = l
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When (i) occurs, we have B')-type, and (ii), (iii) and (iv) lead to type A').
Hence we have a contradiction in every case.

Thus we conclude that one of {^}Jβl is a Picard exceptional value of /.

2. Now we first suppose that this exceptional value is cti, and that all gjt

j=2, •••,?, are transcendental. We have only to consider when l—aιgι~0. Then

_l ft
ai

leads to type D') Since we have

it is sufficient to consider the case

-1 β1 0 „ \ •)

But this contradicts the assumption

Hence we get two Picard exceptional values.
Next we suppose that the exceptional value is a6 Similarly we have only to

consider 1— α6g6=0. Then we have

cxiQi + α2g2 + #303 + α4g4 + aδg5 = 0,

and hence

By the same reasoning as above we can conclude that there are at least two
Picard exceptional values.

The proof of the theorem is completed.

§4. Proof of Theorem 3.

1. We set

gj(z)=F(zίaj\

and assume that all ςr/z), j=l, •••, 8, are transcendental. Then by the proof of
Theorem 1 we have one of the following:
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A *)

A2)

F *) aigi + #202 + #303 =1, α404 -f α5gδ + α6g6 = 0,

F2) #404 +#505 +#606=1, #ι0ι+#202+#303=0,

H *) <*!#! + (*202 = 1, #303 + ̂ 4^4 + (XζQδ + ̂ 6^6 = 0,

H 2) α5gr5 + αfeδ'e = 1, a\Qι + α2g2 + a^s + c^Qi = 0.

2. We show that A1), A2) reduce to F1), F2), H1) or H2). Indeed, by our
standard argument A1) reduces to

( ί )

Here if (Λ8, λι, ^5)=C(α3, a*, α5) for some complex number C, we get

<* 101 + #202 + #606 = 1 , «303 + «f404 + <* 505 = 0,

which is of type F2). If (Λ3, Λ4, λ^^Cfa, α4, «β) for any complex number C, then
we can eliminate one of gjt y=3, 4, 5, and hence we have, for example,

#101 + #202 +(#4 -- Γ -̂
\ /3

Further we have

^101 + ̂ 202 = 1.

It is easy to see that Λ=αι, λ2=a2 is only a non-contradictory case. Hence it
reduces to H1). Other equations of type (i) also reduce to F1), F2), H1) or H2), as
we can see easily.

A2) can be dealt with similarly.

3. Now we consider the case F1). Eliminating 0ι from

#101 + #202 + #303 = 1

and

we have

2- — j8lW(j8.- —
#1 / \ #1

—
#1

Here we have

g?=max(l, I0./I).
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Hence by our assumption only the following cases need to be discussed:

( i ) (02- — 0l)02+(03- — 0l)03 = l~ -£- , 0404 + 0505 + 0707=0,
\ OΊ / \ OΊ

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

(v)

βίϋί Qίi

—

=1- — , (fa- — fa)gt+fafn+fa9ι=0,
Oίi \ Oίi /

+ fag, = 0,
Oil

—
<Xι

(02- —
\ (Xi Oίi

Further we have

(1)

where

γ iQi+7-202

y=l,2,-,5,8.

Eliminating g± from (1) and 0:1^1+0:2^2+^3^3=1, we have

(2) -

Each of (i), (ii), •••, (v) together with (2) leads to type A7) or Br), which implies
that F1) is contradictory. It is to be noted that

(Xί CX-2 (%3

01 02 03

Γl Γ2 Γ3

ΦO,

αi α
2
 1

01 02 1

n r2 1

F2), H1) and H2) can be dealt with similarly, and hence we have a contradic-
tion in every case.

Thus we conclude that at least one of {#/} is a Picard exceptional value of /.

4. We first suppose that gi is a polynomial and the remaining g's are trans-
cendental. We may suppose (l-/3ιgι)(l-?Ίgι)^0. Then

0202 + βsQs + 0404 + 0505 + 0707 = 1 ~ 0101

leads to either of the following:
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(ϋ)

Further we have

s = — ?Ί0ι.

Hence, eliminating g2 (or 03), we get a contradiction in every case.
Next we suppose that 06 is a polynomial and that the remaining 0's are trans-

cendental. If 1— α606=0, then by the same argument as in 3, we get a contradic-
tion. If 1— #606^0, then

#ι0ι + #202 + α303 + #404 + #505 =1- #606

leads to

#404 + #505 = 1 — #606, #101 + #202 + #303 = 0.

Again, by the same argument as in 3, we get a contradiction.
Next we consider the case that 07 is a polynomial. In this case we have

Further

#101 + #202 + #303 + #404 + #505 + #606 = 1

leads to one of F1), F2), H1) and H2). In every case we get an equation of type
A'), hence we get a contradiction.

The case that 08 is a polynomial is quite similar as above.
Thus two of {0^-} are polynomials, that is, there are two Picard exceptional

values among {aj}.

5. Now we show that there is one more Picard exceptional value. We dis-
tinguish several cases: (i) 0ι and 02 are polynomials, (ii) 0ι and 06, (iii) 01 and
07, (iv) 0ι and 08, (v) 06 and gl9 (vi) 06 and 08, (vii) 07 and 08.

We suppose that in every case other g's are transcendental.
Case (i). Since

#ι #2 1

r 1

we may assume that

#303 + #404 + #505 + #606 = 1 — #101 — #202 ̂ 0.

This implies a contradictory inequality
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Case (ii). If 1— α^i— α6g6^0, then we have obviously a contradiction. If
1— ffι0ι— #606^0, then we have

#202 + #303 + #404 + #505 = 0.

We may assume that 1 — βigi^O. Hence, eliminating g2 from

we have a contradiction.
Case (iii) and case (iv). Similarly as above.
Case (v). If both of 1— α6g6 and 1— /37g7 are not constantly zero, we have a

contradiction, eliminating one of gjf j=l, •••, 5, from

fXlQl + a2g2 + #303 + #404 + #505 = 1 ~

and

If both of them are constantly zero, we eliminate gι and g2 from

#101 + #202 + #303 + #404 + #505 = 0,

βigi + ̂ 202 + /3303 + /3404 + /3505 = 0

and

Then we have a contradiction, too.
Case (vi) and (vii). Similarly as above.
Thus we have a contradiction in every case. Therefore at least three of

are polynomials, that is, at least three of {#/}5=1 are Picard exceptional values of /.
The proof of the theorem is completed.
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